Lessons Learned
in Covid Times
Lessons Learned and not Learned:
Can we grasp the Silver Lining around the
Covid Cloud?

Covid - a Trigger towards Lessons Learned
•

Before we bow our heads in despondency and gloom, let us look for
the Silver Lining that often comes with every cloud, grasp it!
o Isaac Newton used his time in quarantine during the terrible plague to
work on discovering many new laws of physics and mathematics

What is our Silver Lining?
•

To discover the underlining systemic and existential lessons that must
be learned,
o Not only not to be caught once again unprepared when next disaster
strikes,
o but to begin the challenging journey of Learning Lessons from experience
that will affect all aspects of our lives, countries, and future.
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Highlights
I. What are Lessons Learned?
▪

Understanding the real meaning of LL

II. This Pandemic and its Lessons
▪ We are given cause to reflect on Lessons we failed to Learn, and
more importantly, why we failed.

III. Failure to Learn – symptomatic of our age?
▪ Are there underlying reasons condemning us to continue failing to
learn lessons from experience?

IV. What of the Future?
▪ How can we grasp the Silver Lining for a better future?
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What are Lessons Learned?
•

Reading accounts in history or a good news analysis, it is often concluded that
“history repeats itself”, with all its awful mistakes and repercussions.
o “Had I been there . . . I would never have . . . I would have . . . ”

•

Or we read a critical article of a recent mistake
o “If only . . . had looked at lessons from history,
. . . could have acted differently.”

•

Or when disaster strikes, we say
o “Why were . . . not better prepared – similar has
already happened before?”
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Understanding Lessons Learned
• Repeating mistakes, or ignorance of useful
experiences, costs dearly.
o So how to prevent repetition of mistakes?

• Awareness of the candid details is key:
➢ to learn from mistakes and prevent their repetition with the
associated cost of effort, costs, and failure;
➢ to learn from successes so that others may also succeed, allowing
our teams and colleagues to be more successful and efficient.

• But gathering and learning the right lessons can be a very
difficult process
o Truth is fundamental to the success of this process
o With Untruth we simply learn the wrong lessons, if any!
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Why Lessons Learned?

• In the West we are blessed with a relatively free society, which took
long to build, and for which we fought hard to preserve.
• But as a frog does not jump out of slowly heating water, so too
destructive cancers in our society may slowly grow to eventually
destroy its foundations
• Demanding the Truth and Questioning the narrative, is fundamental
to maintaining the values we boast.
• A central aim of this talk is to underline the critical and prescient
importance of Lessons Learned from Truth.
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What is often heard about LL
• “What you have not experimented and
experienced yourself, you have not
learnt”.
• “LL processes are just another
overhead: they require a lot of effort, to
feed in the information, to retrieve it,
with finally little benefits”.
• “The times they are changing” and old
lessons are out of date.
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A pandemic – war against an invisible enemy?
“Covid-19 underscores media’s duties when the first casualty of war is truth”
― Ian Murray, Executive Director, Society of Editors, UK (2020)
• As with the ancients, also today, Truth is often the first casualty in war, and
historians of the past faced similar challenge

➢ Herodotus => historiographic entertainer? Thucydides => seeker of truth?
• If we mask the truth to protect our reputations or our illicit actions, once we are
exposed, Trust is lost and can seldom recover.
• A little knowledge can be a dangerous thing; a half truth can be worse than a lie – it
boasts truth but is a sheep in wolves' clothing.
• Are we writing our history to remember how we did things right – or are we
recording our mistakes to learn for the future?
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Without the Truth, we can learn no lessons
• Without the shield of Truth, can we succeed in winning any war?
Did we listen to warnings to be prepared?
Were we too proud to learn lessons from other nations’ crises?
Did we feel too safe and immune from the unfolding distant catastrophe?
When supplies were insufficient, did we declare some precautions unimportant, until the
supplies were available?
o Did we claim that Politics played no role, except when it did . . . ?
o Can we not grasp the opportunity of a shared crisis to bring us together and cooperate
rather than fling insults?
o What are the resulting costs of Covid casualties?
o
o
o
o

• Are we ready to answer these questions candidly and truthfully?
o If yes, then that is the beginning of wisdom and the learning of lessons!
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Some instructive Lessons . . . from the East
•

Some Far Eastern countries had far fewer deaths than our Western countries:
o Taiwan, Vietnam, Thailand, Singapore, suffered only 0.4-5 deaths/ million
o Germany, Netherlands, France, UK, suffered 900-1800 deaths/ million

•

Key lessons gleaned from successes:
o They learned lessons from past epidemics and were prepared.
o They adopted a clearly defined, tiered command structure to prepare for and respond to
future outbreaks.
o They invested into research preparedness, with dialogue between the scientific and policy
making communities.
o Early and stringent border restrictions were adopted.
o Mandatory quarantine arrangements for both imported and local patients.
o People proactively wearing face masks, even before required to do so.
o Electronic and mandatory Track & Trace to enable early detection and speedy action.
o Timely and vigorous response avoided lengthy national lockdowns.
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Confusing and disappointing observations . . .
Do people understand the basics of precautionary measures – What & Why?
•

Until recently the WHO stated that that “current evidence suggests that the main way the virus
spreads is by respiratory droplets”:
o This was belatedly updated to state that the virus is also be transmitted “in poorly ventilated
and/or crowded indoor settings,” because “aerosols remain suspended in the air or travel ….”

•

Blanket rules advised 1.5m for both indoors shopping and isolated nature!
o Many simply ignored rules and guidelines . . .
o Observing many young people – one would conclude that they hadn’t heard of the pandemic!

•

People demonstrated little understanding of masks:
o Some were walking, cycling, jogging in isolated nature wearing face masks!
o In crowded areas some covered only their mouths, which they then uncovered to talk!

•

When rules are loosened or lifted,
o we see a rush to push what is permitted to the limit, instead of moving cautiously
o Do things suddenly become safer simply because the authorities lift some limitations?
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Covid: Freedom vs. Responsibility
• Are countries with a democratic deficit seen as better
handling the pandemic?
o In democracies is strategic planning mainly for the next
election?

• Westerners tend to experience rules as loss of freedom as
opposed to fulfilling one’s obligations to society
o Data privacy concerns would likely derail serious Track & Trace

• Have we been learning too much about Rights & Freedoms,
but too little about Responsibilities & Obligations?
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Being prepared – the warnings we did not heed
• Were we living too comfortably instead of investing in preparation?
o Ancient Egypt stored grain during times of plenty anticipating future times of need
o Today we distribute the plenty to gain votes but fail to invest in preparation for potential crises

• Were we too sure of ourselves to listen to the voices of warning?
o A 2015 Ted Talk 'The next outbreak? We’re not ready,’ warned about the spread of a potential
Corona virus, stressed the need for the world to be equip itself to tackle such crises.
o “Lessons learnt from history (Ebola, Spanish flu) should serve as the reasons why we need to
prepare for an epidemic just the way we do for wars”, and
o “We need to do simulations, germ games, not war games” [Bill Gates]

• Should we not recruit and prepare our young in forms of preparedness – military,
community, disaster?
o They would then be better placed to help and jump into action at short notice, rather than spend
their pent-up frustrations feeling lonely, complaining, and sometimes causing mischief!
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The challenge of Learning Lessons when our key
institutions are failing us
• Mainstream Media - Propaganda Tool?
o Biased news, Skewed headlines, Deafening silence, Sinking Trust

• The slow death of investigative independent Journalism
o Armchair vs onsite, collusion with paymasters, Revolving doors

• Our so-called Independent investigations
o Losing independence, becoming politically influenced

• The Snares of Social Media
o Invisible influencers, Owners of our privacy, Our judges and censors!

• Our failing public institutions
o Flagging trust in gov’t, representatives and political parties
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Trust is plummeting in Mainstream Media
The institution – Journalists & News Media - that we are depending on to provide an
honest check on our gov’ts are themselves failing us!
• Mainstream Media is now less trusted than ever before!
➢ A survey conducted in 2015 by the EC, only 19% of European respondents had high trust in the media. Other
than Finland, most had <50% (moderate) trust.
➢ 56% of Americans … agreed with the following statement: "Journalists and reporters are purposely trying to
mislead people by saying things they know are false or gross exaggerations.“ _Axios.
➢ In a poll in 2016, only 32% of Americans said that they have “a great deal” or “a fair amount” of trust in the
mainstream media.

➢ Trust in social media has hit an all-time low of 27% [Edelman's annual trust barometer].
➢ 58% think that "most news organizations are more concerned with supporting an ideology or political
position than with informing the public.“
➢ Amongst some 40 Western countries and their allies, trust in news media varied from 21-56%.
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In Journalism we trust . . . ?
• But this role can only be fulfilled if journalism is brave enough to:
o Seek the Truth, present all facts, even if uncomfortable or incovnenient
o Investigate rather than opinionate
o Be onsite and not simply in an armchair
o Be free from commercial, political, and managerial influence
o Refrain from biased presentation and manipulation of facts to suit the accepted narrative
o Avoid collusion with govt or paymasters (e.g. military industrial complex)

• But does journalism in our (Western) Mainstream Media, fulfill these prerequisites?
o Is our press truly free, or tailored to fit the accepted narrative?
o Is investigative journalism dying a slow death?
o Are we trending towards more desk-based journalists than those onsite?
o Are our MSM giving us more opinions than facts?
o Is the revolving door between arms industry, government, and MSM effectively adulterating independent journalism?
o Are the owners of MSM dictating the direction that should be taken and suppressing or expelling those who differ?
o Is the consolidation of MSM sidelining opposing perspectives?
o Are headlines worded to provide a skewed message?
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Deafening Silence or Skewed Reporting . . .
• Why were embarrassing stories that did not fit the Western narrative, either missing or
presented in a skewed manner?
o About the West’s hero Alexei Navalny being a white supremist nationalist who advocates expulsion or
extermination of Muslim extremists or other non-ethnic Russians.
o That the White Helmets are supported by Western governments, orgs, allies, to the tune of $100 million - to
make movies to fit the accepted narratives and to rescue members of designated terrorist groups?
o About films by White Helmets showing retakes of ‘victims’ posing with various grimaces before cheering with
raised rifles and shouting Allah u Akbar by an ISIS flag are fake or true?
o Burning of rebel occupiers of building by nationalist extremists in Odessa and killing those who tried to escape
– simply referred as “a fire broke out” vs “Molotov cocktails tossed into building“; “rebels barricaded
themselves inside the building” vs “exits blocked on the outside to prevent the rebels escaping”!
o About crimes committed by unelected junta & supporters in Kiev.
o Information that deaths caused by shooting at Maidan both of police and demonstrators came from one source,
a building occupied by one extremist faction.

➢ Can we trust our MSM when unacceptable stories are missing or skewed because they do not
fit our Western narrative?
• Is it difficult to accept that our pro-Western heroes could include far-right extremists and neo-Nazis?
o Is there collusion between our MSM and our governments?

• How can we hold to account those in power when we are ignorant of facts?
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Misleading Headlines & Images => Misinformation?
Example: MH-17 Headline: “Pro-Russian Militants Pick Through Debris at Jet Crash Site”
• This picture and headline of a rebel holding up a child’s toy monkey
around the wreckage of MH17 elicited Ukrainian news stories to
demonstrate the heartlessness of the rebels like:
— “the rebels were picking through the debris” to collect trophies. “The
militants are taking the toys of the children, the tourists’ maps, the
notebooks of the businessmen,”
— “Putin-supported Ukraine separatist holding a child’s toy monkey like
a trophy. The family would probably like it back.”
— “Kids Toys, Tourist Maps, Business Notepads – Russian Terrorists Loot
On the Wreckage Of the Plane They Shot Down”

• In fact, this scene was filmed showing the rebel soldier removing
his cap, bowing his head in reverence, and making the sign of the
cross!
• Was the headline and picture objective news, or a successful effort
to elicit reaction negative to the rebels?
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Trust is flagging in our Public Institutions
• Trust in public institutions is at an historic low
➢ Survey: For the first-time people’s Trust has declined in all four institutions of: Business,
Media, Government, and NGOs [HBR 2017]!
▪ In almost two-thirds of the 28 countries surveyed, the general population did not trust the four
institutions to “do what is right” — the average level of trust was below 50%

➢ Members of US congress are the least respected profession in the USA
▪ Ethics, honesty, rating 8%
▪ Trust in Gov’t, 17%

➢ In the EU, not much better, with
▪ The least-trusted key institution in 2019
were political parties, with 19% trust.

• We have seen failure after failure in our gov’ts foreign policies . . .
➢ Regime change, breaths of fresh air, sanctions – policies that history long proved
bankrupt, from whose failures we have learnt no lessons!
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Truth in Investigations . . . ?
• Are our investigations truly ‘scientific’ or ‘independent’?
o Do they review all possible scenarios agnostically?
o Are they directed politically by biased paymasters . . . ?
o Are they suppressing inconvenient truths?

• If a study looks chiefly for evidence to support a given narrative, almost any result can
become highly likely!
o We cannot learn from fake analysis dressed up as science . . .
o Are we now seeing so-called ‘independent’ investigations falling into this category?

• Can Lessons be learned if there is a truth deficit in investigations?
o Is there pressure to withdraw scientific papers that contradict the ‘correct’ narratives?
o Are experts replaced in investigations in order to achieve the right outcome?
o Are minority opposing reports removed if they are politically unacceptable?
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Are inconvenient truths suppressed?
Example: DOUMA ‘CHEMICAL’ ATTACK (or Khan Sheikhoun Sarin attack)

• A former lead investigator from the OPCW has spoken out at the UN, stating in
no uncertain terms that the scientific evidence suggests there was no
chemical gas attack in Douma, Syria in April 2018.
o Instead of listening and publishing such dissent, all was done to suppress it
o At the UN, entry visa was withheld; at the OPCW personnel and Westerners were
discouraged from participating.
o Embarrassing questions to the OPCW director were criticized and the offending
MEP scolded and muted!

• A peer-reviewed scientific paper by a respected MIT Prof. Postol questioning
the chemical attack narrative was forced to be retracted!
o Why is there fear of questioning the ‘accepted’ narrative?
o Are our scientific publications and investigations being censored to suit political
ideology or preferred narratives?

• Trust in a highly respected institution is lost and cannot easily be regained!
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Regime change celebrated – while holding our noses to neo-Nazis?
• The Euromaidan revolution was facilitated and is highly praised
by Western MSM and govts. Investigate for yourselves!
Some facts about our new allies, if broadcast, would embarrass us:
o The ‘Azov Battalion’, a neo-Nazi death-squad whose flag contains
multiple Nazi SS symbols, was given its own wing of the Ukrainian
National Guard
o The Ukrainian government relies heavily on fascist paramilitaries in
fight against ethnic Russian-Ukrainian rebels in Donbass.
o During the Euromaidan in 2014, Ukrainian nationalist mobs lynched
ethnic Russian civilians throughout the country.

Monument to
Stephan Bandera

o Stephan Bandera, the Ukrainian anti-Soviet pro-Nazi leader in the 1940s who rounded up
Jews at the Germans’ behest, is glorified today by the neo-Nazi Svoboda Party headed by
Oleh Tyahnybok, and the Right Sector militia (both contributed to the Western supported
overthrow of the elected government of Pres. Yanukovych).
o In Odessa May 2014, Ukrainian nationalists and followers of Bandera shot and burned alive
dozens of unarmed Russian-Ukrainians – “Odessa Trade Union Massacre”.
o Pres. Poroshenko praised Banderism of the perpetrators; boasted about withholding
pensions of needy aged, and forcing pupils to learn in airless basements, in the Donbas.
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The Snares of Social Media
•

We have finally learned the truth about the Giants of Social Media:
They possess the power to:
—
—
—
—
—
—

•

And governments are now demanding that together with this dangerous concoction
of powers, they also guard the gates of acceptability, and serve as judges and
executioners of:
o
o
o
o

•

decide right and wrong ideology
deprecate priority in searches
ban those with whom they disagree
spy on our every move and word
use our personal data illegally
They apparently possess a strong political ideology!

what is fake or true
what is hate or not
what is loyal or betrayal
what jeopardizes national security

Is this the beginning of biased censorship? And in whose hands are we placing this?
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Raining Truth and Falsehood
• How can we judge what is true and what is false?
o If our MSM and social media cannot be trusted, are seemingly
colluding with accepted narratives and woke philosophy
o If MSM is avoiding inconvenient truths, and
o alternative sources are apparently feeding us fake news
o If our governments are mainly telling us what will help them win the
next election, what fits their narrative, and what pleases Big Brother
o If we read attention-seeking misleading headlines, not the details
o If we rarely bother to fact-check what is delivered to us

• If we are unable to discern truth from falsehood
o how then can we learn any useful lessons from experience?
o Perhaps we need a good dose of more critical thinking?
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Discerning the Truth from Untruth
• We need not be PhDs to master the art and science of critical thinking
➢ Even children can judge whether a Trial makes sense, where the Queen demands
the sentence first and the verdict afterward!
[Alice in Wonderland - Lewis Carrol]
➢ Do we see uncomfortable echoes of this today? Punishment meted out with no
evidence presented?

• We do not all have time or resources to investigate the truth:
o But we can certainly employ some common-sense when we analyze information
✓ Do the accusations fit too well with accepted narratives?
✓ Would the accuser benefit from the accusations?
✓ Would the accused party benefit or be hurt by such actions?
✓ Would the actions make sense for the accused to reach their goal?
✓ Are there other possible or more likely perpetrators or logical scenarios?

➢ If we do not exercise our responsibility to analyze logically, then
➢ we share the blame for irresponsible outcomes and lessons not learnt!
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Asking the right questions . . .
• Opposite conclusions may be drawn from the same set of statistics, by how a question is framed
Example: Are police shootings in USA racially biased?
o The BBC reported that though African-Americans are < 14% of the population, they accounted 24% of 6,000
fatal shootings by the police since 2015. They concluded anti-black bias of 70%, as did most MMS!
• The same question posed for Male/ Female shootings (6000/280), shows anti-male bias of 2000%!
o Using the same data but comparing rates based on number of homicide offenders, the results are different:
•
•
•
•

White/ black homicide offenders in 2017: 3252/ 3263 (almost equal)
Police killings of white/ black in 2017: 457/ 223 (more than double!)
Comparing police killings vs. homicide offenders shows lopsided anti-white bias of 100%!
Studying ‘justifiable homicide’ by police 1978-1998, shows growing percentage of
felons killed by police are white, and a declining percentage are black.

• Depending on the framing of the question we see that police black/white bias
is either against blacks by 70% or against whites by 100%!
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Race of felons killed
White Black

1978

50%

49%

1988

59%

39%

1998

62%

35%

2015/17

45%

24%
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Asking questions of the right people
Are we asking the right people?
•

Lessons learned by Prof. Feynman investigating into the Challenger accident:
o Mgmt. personnel gave politically pre-agreed and useless official replies and figures
o Lower-level hands-on engineers gave different (x500!), but more realistic answers

•

The same phenomenon was recently observed questioning OPCW director vs onsite experts/ dissenters!

•

If one really wants the truth, ask not the director (likely a political appointee) rather, the lower-level real experts and whistle-blowers!

•

This Lesson is still NOT learned – and will probably never be learned . . . !!
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Cancel Culture vs. Truth

• The woke community preaches Diversity Equity & Inclusion, but invokes Cancel-Culture, Banishment, and
Censorship
o Remember George Orwell’s 1984 - Double-speak* and Double-think**?
o Can we expect Truth to survive when we:
o Ban those who Speak the unspeakable, Think the unthinkable?

• Speakers with unacceptable views are all but banned
o Professors are punished for speaking t he unspeakable
o University appointments made based on race rather than on merit
o Scientific publications suffer forced retraction and scientists threatened

• Are govts coming to the rescue, or instead participating, supporting, and capitalizing on new forms of control?
o What lessons are we learning?
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Banned books, silenced academics
• Mark Twain – the true hero of against slavery, racism,
exposing horrors of criminal colonists

•
•
•
•
•
•

Twain’s books bans, and academics fired for daring to read from them
Orwell’s “Double Speak, double-think”?
Long-time classics banned from bookshelves, libraries, classes
Professors hired, not on merit, but on DEI criteria
Forced retraction of scientific publications
And the red line of transgression is constantly changing . . .
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A new face of Fascism?
Politically Fascism
[Definition – Wikipedia]

Counter-revolution from below, directed against
liberalism, reason . . . exemplified by political
movements resorting to violence . . . used by politicians
in support of political ideology.

• Are some movements today fulfilling these dire criteria?
o Banning (if not burning) books, banning unacceptable speech, tearing down
monuments?
o Is not the banning and suspending of academics, politicians, writers, and
publishers, auguring sinister developments?
o Can we learn any lessons from what is happening today if we dare not express
ourselves for fear of persecution?
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Lessons Learnt
❖ The Truth is fundamental to learning

❖ Seek the Truth and you shall find it.
❖ Analyse critically and discern Truth from Falsehood.
❖ Ask the Right questions and Demand the right
answers.
❖ Repeating a mistake is an unnecessary blunder.
❖ Learning from experience is the beginning of wisdom.
❖ If you point a finger at someone, three fingers are
pointing back at you.

❖ if your moral perch is on the very high ground, you
will have a longer way to fall.
❖ Learn to see yourselves as others see you, and to see
others as they see themselves
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